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Bob Bowman – personal coach 
to Michael Phelps  – has 
established himself as one  
of the preeminent coaches  
in the sport of swimming.

14-time Gold Medal Winner  
Michael Phelps, provided  
valuable input on the Michael  
Phelps Signature Swim Spas  
by Master Spas.

www.MichaelPhelpsSwimSpas.com



One bold design and the revolution in swim 

spas is in motion. The sleek, European-

inspired styling of the Michael Phelps 

Signature Swim Spas luxury line of swim 

and fitness spas by Master Spas is unlike 

any swim spa that has come before — and 

is setting the standard for every swim spa to 

come. With its sublime lines, the curves are 

an integral part of its technical achievement 

and critical acclaim. The patent-pending 

Wave Propulsion™ Technology  and the 

exclusive Xtreme Therapy Seat and Cove 

allows the swim spa to deliver an incredibly 

luxurious experience. From the energizing 

benefits of swimming, training, and aquatic 

exercise to the incomparable health rewards 

and relaxation of hydrothermal therapy, the 

Michael Phelps Signature Swim Spas by 

Master Spas line of swim and  

fitness spas offers endless  

options. You can explore and  

enjoy them all in the comfort 

and convenience  

of your home. 

Join the  

revolution  

in home fitness.

Hi, I’m Michael Phelps. I’ve been swimming  

just about my whole life and I know the benefits  

of swimming regularly. But sometimes access  

to a pool is limited and not every backyard or  

climate is right for a pool. That’s why Master  

Spas took my input and that of my coach,  

Bob Bowman, to create the perfect  

solution – the Michael Phelps Signature  

Swim Spa by Master Spas.



The revolutionary Michael Phelps Signature Swim Spas by Master Spas are one of a kind. 

Master Spas swim spas have been featured on national television shows including ABC’s 

“The View” and on Discovery Channel’s “How It’s Made.” Swimming is widely accepted as 

one of the most beneficial forms of exercise — ideal for building aerobic endurance and  

physical strength with low impact on joints and muscles. Yet access to pools can be  

challenging, and ordinary swim spas lack performance and require costly electrical  

upgrades. That’s why a Michael Phelps Swim Spa by Master Spas model is your best  

and smartest choice. All Michael Phelps Swim Spas by Master Spas are energy efficient,  

easy to install and maintain, and offer the exemplary features you, your family and  

friends deserve. What are your sWim and fitness goals? 

sWimming by design. The Wave 

Propulsion™ Technology features a 

unique propeller design that provides 

a wider, deeper, and smoother  

current — giving you a swimming experience 

that is far superior to any other swim spa. The 

resistance is fully adjustable with the Swim 

Number System™ that allows swimmers  

of varying skills to customize the flow. And  

convenient digital controls allow you to set the 

water temperature where it’s most comfortable 

for you. That’s why consumers in an independent 

third party blind comparison with the leading 

competitors chose the Master Spas Swim Spa 

System as the top swim spa by a wide margin. 

sWimming for longer, better living. A new study 

shows that swimming cuts men’s risk of dying by 

about 50% compared to runners, walkers and 

their sedentary peers. The University of South 

Carolina study led by Dr. Steven Blair evaluated 

comprehensive physical exams and behavioral 

surveys from more than 40,000 men, age 20-90 

years, enrolled in the Aerobics Center Longitudinal 

Study (ACLS) over the last 32 years. “We also 

observed lower mortality in swimmers than in  

runners,” Blair explains. “Therefore, swimming 

appears to be a healthful alternative to other 

types of physical activity. …In an earlier study in 

this same population, we found that both women 

and men had similar benefits from swimming in 

terms of fitness and other health indicators.”  

The results were presented at the 2008 World 

Aquatic Health™ Conference in Colorado 

Springs, Colorado, and have been published  

in the International Journal of Aquatic Research  

and Education.S
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Aquatic exercise is rapidly growing in popularity across the country. Unlike other 

swim and fitness spas, the Michael Phelps Signature Swim Spas by Master Spas 

has a large flat floor with no hidden obstacles. The water’s buoyancy and controlled 

temperature make the swim spa ideal for a variety of fitness exercises. You can jog 

in place against a gentle current, use an optional kickboard, or the Aquatic Exercise 

System which includes a rowing kit and resistance bands and comes standard on all 

models. With the current off, you can experience the benefits of resistance training 

and range of motion exercises. A stainless steel grab bar at the end of the swim spa 

helps facilitate your workout. 

See your local Michael Phelps 

Signature Swim Spas by Master 

Spas retailer for various fitness 

options including stainless  

steel aquatic treadmill  

and exercise bicycle.

www.MichaelPhelpsSwimSpas.com




